
THIS IS A TIME FOR 
CELEBRATION! 

 
 

The PRE-THESIS CLASS OF 2020 

 
 

proudly presents 5 unfinished films 
 
 

Saturday, May 16 at 7:00 pm 
 

 
Zoom Q and A will follow the films  

 
 

 



	
	
Hao-Wei (Tim) Chang  
pronouns: he, him  
FOILED 11:43 
When 10-year old Dylan and his younger brother Cody accidentally rip their best 
friend's baseball card, they must fix it or risk never getting to play baseball again. 
 
 
	

	
 
David (Edem) Dotse  
pronouns: he, him  
Music To Die To  10:40 
When her brother skips out on his mother's funeral for a spiritual experience in 
the woods, Amara must bring him back to reality. 
	



	
	
Hope Wager  
(pronouns she, her)  
Green and Growing Things 11:44 
When a young woman meets a mysterious stranger living in an abandoned cabin 
a dark secret is brought to the surface. 
 
 

	
	
Andrew Neylon  
Pronouns: they, them  
Frozen in Time 13:33 
After learning of a terrible family secret, Gary, a reserved college student, must 
choose whether to pursue the truth about his recently deceased father and risk 
fracturing his family further. 



	
	
Dana C. Reilly  
Pronouns: she, her  
Queen of the Road  16:00 
Tamara, a long-distance truck driver, seeks community and empowerment by 
documenting her experiences on YouTube. 
 
 
 
 
Special Thanks: Miguel Alvarez, Ya’Ke Smith, Kathy Fuller Seeley, Paul Stekler, 
Lalitha Gopalan, Cindy McCreery, Andrew Shea, Stuart Kelban, Noah Isenberg, 
and the Zoom faculty who helped us with editing decisions and kept us going; 
 
Keefe Boerner, Susanne Kraft, Jeremy Gruy, Kai Tran, Elana Wakeman, Stacy 
Brody, Rachel Walker and all the RTF staff who saved us time and time again 
with their patience, good will, and expertise; 
 
and the 2nd year MFA cohort: Tim Chang, Edem Dotse, Mary Esquibel, Emily 
Grooms, Sachin Mudigonda, Andrew Neylon, Dana Reilly, Alex Rosales, Cristin 
Stephens, Sebastian Valdivieso, Hope Wager, and Ann Chen (copy editor). 
 
 

A virtual applause  
to our audience. 


